
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a network specialist. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for network specialist

You will provide detailed support for research contributors, including
entitling/disentitling brokers and providing training on reporting tools
You'd be required to analyze and troubleshoot Client Support Requests
received for issues related to the Capital IQ Investment Research product
You will give analytics that supports our sales team and help continue
growing our research business, including generating and communicating
client-ready entitlement grids and email templates
You dedicatedly identify entitlement issues for current subscribers and
minimize risk
Acts with sense of urgency to recover out of compliance SPN members in
order to ensure the SPN is fully staffed and operable for service buyers
Researches and assists with trouble shooting and solving of SPN membership
violations in order to ensure the health of the SPN
Manages various email silos by addressing and responding to
correspondence and inquiries, as appropriate, using templates and/or
composing accurate and professional email responses
Uses the Internet to and other data sources to locate new service providers
for the purposes of building geographic coverage and/or product expertise
as required by the SPN
Works with the company Medical Director and vendor partner(s) on physician
identification and credentialing processes, MPN provider additions and
removals, MPN network issues
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Qualifications for network specialist

7years+ territory sales experience in a high tech environment in an indirect
sales and procurement environment with a demonstrated track record of
success in driving customer adoption of technology
Five + years’ experience in support of real-time Process Computer Systems
Experience developing computer requirements, writing and implementing
software programs, writing documentation, and developing and performing
computer tests
Background in analyzing, modifying, installing, and designing computer
systems, simulator and security control Room panels, computer panels, panel
instruments, I/O wiring, and computer system interfaces
Knowledge of cyber policies and issues, the global cyber community, roles of
major organizations how they interrelate and interact, and shortcomings in
this structure
Awareness of common cyber products and services, an understanding of their
limitations, and a comprehensive understanding of the disciplines of cyber
security


